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Elephant Don Jun 04 2020 "O'Connell, one of the leading experts
on elephant communication and social behavior, offers a rare
inside look at the social world of African male elephants. [This
book] tracks Greg and his group of bulls as [he] tries to
understand the vicissitudes of male friendship, power struggles,
and play. A frequently heart-wrenching portrayal of commitment,
loyalty, and affection between individuals yearning for
companionship, it ... captures [a] ... repertoire of elephant
behavior and communication"--Publisher marketing.
Chinese Music Oct 28 2019 Contains 9 pages of description of the
Chinese Lute in French and 4 pages of a music score written in
Chinese. Also includes two scores by Confucius translated from
Chinese musical notation, with description in French.
Bowser the Hound Oct 01 2022 When Bowser the Hound gets
lost in the Green Forest, Blacky the Crow and other animals
decide to help him.
Heterostrophic May 04 2020
Aseptolin Nov 21 2021
Sociology and the New Materialism Dec 31 2019 The first book of
its kind, Sociology and the New Materialism explores the many
and varied applications of “new materialism,” a key emerging
trend in 21st century thought, to the practice of doing sociology.
Offering a clear exposition of new materialist theory and using
sociological examples throughout to enable the reader to develop
a materialist sociological understanding, the book: Outlines the
fundamental precepts of new materialism Explores how
materialism provides new perspectives on the range of
sociological topic areas Explains how materialist approaches can
be used to research sociological issues and also to engage with
social issues. Sociology and the New Materialism is a clear and
authoritative one-stop guide for advanced undergraduates and
postgraduates in sociology, cultural studies, social policy and
Online Library
related disciplines.
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A Complete History of Music, for Schools, Clubs, and Private
Readings Mar 26 2022
The Fortunes of the Courtier Oct 21 2021 This book aims to
understand the different readings of Castiglione's Cortegiano or
Book of the Courtier from the Renaissance to the twentieth
century.
Parasiticide Screening May 28 2022 Parasiticide Discovery: In
Vitro and In Vivo Tests with Relevant Parasite Rearing and Host
Infection/Infestation Methods, Volume Two presents valuable
screening methods that have led to the discovery of the majority
of parasiticides commercialized in the animal health industry. As
much of the knowledge of parasiticide discovery methods is being
lost in the animal health industry as seasoned parasitologists
retire, this book serves to preserve valuable methods that have
led to the discovery of the majority of parasiticides
commercialized in animal health, also giving insights into the in
vitro and in vivo methods used to identify the parasiticide activity
of compounds. Addresses current issues of resistance, along with
combination uses for resistant parasites Presents useful,
authoritative information (chemical, pharmaceutical, clinical, etc.)
for the pyrantel family of compounds Includes a discussion on
screening methods in combination therapies Provides cuttingedge material for an evolving area of scientific discussion
Includes in vitro and in vivo screens and parasite maintenance
and culture methods
The History of Music in Performance Sep 19 2021 Today our
musical life has become more and more centered on the
performer, who often overshadows the composer himself. What
are the interpreter's rights? Where are his limits? Here is a book
devoted to the performer's approach to music and to the different
styles of interpretation.
The Lost Mine Nov 09 2020 Poirot relates the story of how he
acquired 14,000 shares of a lead mine by investigating the death
of a Chinese man whose family was selling the mine. Online Library
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Ceramic Abstracts Jun 28 2022
The Dead Ladies Project Dec 11 2020 When Jessa Crispin was
thirty, she left Chicago and took off for Berlin. Half a decade
later, she's still on the road, in search not so much of a home as of
understanding.Fascinated by exile, Crispin travels an itinerary of
of places that have drawn writers who needed to break free from
their origins and start afresh.She reflects on Maud Gonne
fomenting revolution, on Nora Barnacl, Rebecca West, Margaret
Anderson and Jean Rhys.
Unformed Landscape Feb 22 2022 Unformed Landscape begins in
a small village on a fjord in the Finnmark, on the northeastern
coast of Norway, where the borders between Norway, Sweden,
Finland, and Russia lie covered in snow and darkness, where the
real borders are between day and night, summer and winter, and
between people. Here, a sensitive young woman like Kathrine
finds few outlets for her desires. Half Norwegian, half Sami (an
indigenous people), Kathrine works for the customs office
inspecting the fishing boats arriving regularly in the harbor. She
is in her late 20s, has a son from an early marriage, and has
drifted into a second loveless marriage to a man whose cold and
dominating conventionality forms a bold stroke through the
unformed landscape of her life. After she makes a discovery about
her husband that deeply wounds her, Kathrine cuts loose from
her moorings and her confusion and sets off in search of herself.
Her journey begins aboard a ship headed south, taking her below
the Arctic Circle for the first time in her life. Kathrine makes her
way to France and has the bittersweet experience of a love affair
that flares and dies quickly, her starved senses rewarded by the
shimmering beauty of Paris. Through a series of poignant
encounters, Kathrine is led to the richer life she was meant to
have and is brave enough to claim. Using simple words strung
together in a melodic alphabet, Peter Stamm introduces us,
through a series of intimate sketches, to the heart of an
Online
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the fragility of love, lost illusions, and self-discovery. From the
Trade Paperback edition.
Difficult Reputations Sep 27 2019 We take reputations for
granted. Believing in the bad and the good natures of our
notorious or illustrious forebears is part of our shared national
heritage. Yet we are largely ignorant of how such reputations
came to be, who was instrumental in creating them, and why.
Even less have we considered how villains, just as much as
heroes, have helped our society define its values. Presenting
essays on America's most reviled traitor, its worst president, and
its most controversial literary ingénue (Benedict Arnold, Warren
G. Harding, and Lolita), among others, sociologist Gary Alan Fine
analyzes negative, contested, and subcultural reputations.
Difficult Reputations offers eight compelling historical case
studies as well as a theoretical introduction situating the complex
roles in culture and history that negative reputations play.
Arguing the need for understanding real conditions that lead to
proposed interpretations, as well as how reputations are given
meaning over time, this book marks an important contribution to
the sociologies of culture and knowledge.
The Diary of Ma Yan Sep 07 2020 Wednesday, November 7 My
father gave me and my brother a little money. My stomach is all
twisted up with hunger, but I don't want to spend the money on
anything as frivolous as food. Because it's money my parents earn
with their sweat and blood. I have to study well so that I won't
ever again be tortured by hunger. . . . In a drought-stricken
corner of rural China, an education can be the difference between
a life of crushing poverty and the chance for a better future. But
money is scarce, and the low wages paid for backbreaking work
aren't always enough to pay school fees. Ma Yan's heartwrenching, honest diary chronicles her struggle to escape
hardship and bring prosperity to her family through her
persistent, sometimes desperate, attempts to continue her
schooling. First published in France in 2002, the diaryOnline
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created an outpouring of support for this courageous teenager
and others like her -- support that led to the creation of an
international organization dedicated to helping these children . . .
all because of one ordinary girl's extraordinary diary.
Grave Bound Apr 02 2020 Emily Riddle has lived her entire life
inside a patriarchal commune led by her father. There are many
rules, but the most important one, 'keep it in the commune', is the
most difficult for her to follow... especially since the only people
willing to champion her cause live on the outside. When Emily
learns her father has promised her to Lorenzo, a perverted man
who has plans for her that extend well beyond marriage and kids,
she rebels. Regardless of the consequences, she refuses to marry
someone who'd rather beat her than caress her. A day of hooky
that starts out as a tiny act of defiance - sneaking out of the
commune for a swim - turns into a day filled with hope. After
spending time with Levi, a man camping near the lake, she finds
what true romance looks like and catches a glimpse into a future
that's filled with love and admiration rather than hate and
submission. That tiny peek is enough to change the course of
Emily's existence and makes it nearly impossible for her to go
back to the commune and pretend she'll ever be able to tolerate
the life chosen for her instead of the life she longs for. One that
includes Levi. Fighting to escape the commune, its leaders, and
her fiance proves to be more dangerous than Emily expected. The
secrets she knows, as the leader's daughter, will either follow her
to the grave or send her - and Levi - there.
Industrial Mathematics Jul 30 2022 This book provides a
concise, single-source survey of all the mathematics most useful
in industry today-- particularly modeling and the unit $. Each
chapter begins with a brief review of some relevant mathematics;
then introduces the industrial extension of this same material via
typical real-world applications. The power of interweaving
analytic with computing methods during problem solving is
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the flow of the narrative. A chapter on Technical Writing-covering formal technical reports, memos, progress reports,
executive summaries, problem statements, overhead projector
presentations--shows how to best present mathematical data in a
variety of situations. Statistical Reasoning. Monte Carlo Methods.
Data Acquisition and Manipulation. The Discrete Fourier
Transform. Linear Programming. Regression. Cost Benefit
Analysis. Microeconomics. Ordinary Differential Equations.
Frequency Domain Methods. Partial Differential Equations.
Divided Differences. Galerkin's Method. Splines. A handbook or
reference for Engineers, Project Managers, Mathematical
Consultants, Statisticians for a quick study of mathematical issues
that may arise in the workplace.
The Ethic of Time Mar 14 2021
Surviving Evidence: Memoir of an Extreme Haunting Survivor
Dec 23 2021 DiCesare's view of life was forever changed by a
series of horrifying events in and around his dorm room: C2D1 of
Erie Hall. From early February through late April of 1985, he and
his college friends would endure what is now called The C2D1
Haunting. Apparitions sighted, strange voices heard, moving
objects witnessed and physical attacks all became part of the
ordeal shared by Chris - who quickly became the focal point of the
haunting. Featured on the SyFy channel's show School Spirits.
Please, talk with me premiered at SCARE-A-CUSE on September
14th, 2012 along with a companion book by the Rev. Tim Shaw.
Historic relevancy, individual morality and the application of the
paranormal experience in relation to free will are all deftly
addressed in the context of the ten-week haunting by the person
who witnessed it first-hand É and survived it.
Plant Germline Development Jan 30 2020 This detailed volume
explores common and numerous specialized methods to study
various aspects of plant germline development and targeted
manipulation, including imaging and hybridization techniques to
Library
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cell cycle, and the cytoskeleton. In addition, cell-type specific
methods for targeted ablation or isolation are provided, protocols
to apply “omics” technologies and to perform bioinformatics data
analysis, as well as methods relevant for aspects of biotechnology
or plant breeding. This includes protocols that are relevant for
the targeted manipulation of pathways, for crop plant
transformation, or for conditional induction of phenotypes.
Written for the highly successful Methods in Molecular Biology
series, chapters include introductions to their respective topics,
lists of the necessary materials and reagents, step-by-step, readily
reproducible laboratory protocols, and tips on troubleshooting
and avoiding known pitfalls. Authoritative and practical, Plant
Germline Development: Methods and Protocols serves as a
comprehensive guide not only to studying basic questions related
to different aspects of plant reproductive development but also
for state of the art methods, in addition to being a source of
inspiration for new approaches and research questions in many
laboratories.
The History of Music Apr 14 2021
Plankton Feb 10 2021 A sequence of elaborate close-up
photographs of a diverse range of plankton organisms displays
their phosphorescent beauty and translucent colors against
contrasting black backgrounds while offering historical and
scientific discussions for each depicted species. --Publisher's
description.
Sex Museums Aug 31 2022 Winner of the 29th annual Lambda
Literary Award for LGBT Studies All museums are sex museums.
In Sex Museums, Jennifer Tyburczy takes a hard look at the
formation of Western sexuality—particularly how categories of
sexual normalcy and perversity are formed—and asks what role
museums have played in using display as a technique for
disciplining sexuality. Most museum exhibits, she argues, assume
that white, patriarchal heterosexuality and traditional structures
Library
of intimacy, gender, and race represent national sexualOnline
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for their visitors. Sex Museums illuminates the history of such
heteronormativity at most museums and proposes alternative
approaches for the future of public display projects, while also
offering the reader curatorial tactics—what she calls queer
curatorship—for exhibiting diverse sexualities in the twenty-first
century. Tyburczy shows museums to be sites of culture-war
theatrics, where dramatic civic struggles over how sex relates to
public space, genealogies of taste and beauty, and performances
of sexual identity are staged. Delving into the history of erotic
artifacts, she analyzes how museums have historically
approached the collection and display of the material culture of
sex, which poses complex moral, political, and logistical dilemmas
for the Western museum. Sex Museums unpacks the history of
the museum and its intersections with the history of sexuality to
argue that the Western museum context—from its inception to the
present—marks a pivotal site in the construction of modern
sexual subjectivity.
Toxocara Aug 07 2020 Toxocara is a parasitic helminth worm
which continues to stimulate both public concern and scientific
interest. Toxocara canis and T.cati, the most studied species, are
gastrointestinal parasites of dogs and cats and their eggs can
contaminate the environment, thus exposing humans and other
mammals and birds to infection. Many questions remain
unanswered about the host-parasite relationship, its epidemiology
and public health significance. Veterinarians and clinicians are
interested in its importance as a zoonosis. The parasite's capacity
to cause ocular disease is of concern to ophthalmologists, while
its propensity to stimulate allergic manifestations is of interest to
allergologists, dermatologists and respiratory medicine
specialists. Furthermore Toxocara provides a unique model
system to explore questions in parasite biology.This book provides
a comprehensive review of Toxocara and the disease it causes
known as toxocariasis.
Online
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of research and field experiments, unlock the origins of many of
our dogs most common, most puzzling and most endearing
behaviors, and explore such canine mysteries as why dogs play,
why they bark, how they feed and forage, why they guard and
herd and much more.
Willem de Kooning Nonstop Jul 26 2019 This image-rich essay
offers a radical rethinking of the ab-ex painter Willem de Kooning
by one of the greatest American art critics. Many have written
about de Kooning s startling canvases of monstrous women, but
none have approached them this way. In prose as energetic as her
subject, Rosalind Krauss demonstrates how de Kooning could
never stop reworking the same subject. Deploying one telling
image after another, she shows that, from the early days of his
career, de Kooning nearly always (1) worked with a tripartite
vertical structure, (2) projected his own figure and point of view
as the (male) artist into the painting, and (3) was compelled to
produce the female figure, legs splayed obscenely or knees
projected into the viewer s space in practically everything he
made. Hidden in plain sight even in paintings of highways, boats,
and landscapes, Woman is always there. How could we have
missed this?"
Beppo, Oct 09 2020
Pre-morning Jan 12 2021
SPINNING Chapter Sampler Jul 06 2020 Download a FREE
sampler of SPINNING by Tillie Walden! It was the same every
morning. Wake up, grab the ice skates, and head to the rink while
the world was still dark. Weekends were spent in glitter and
tights at competitions. Perform. Smile. And do it again. She was
good. She won. And she hated it. Poignant and captivating, Ignatz
Award winner Tillie Walden’s powerful graphic memoir captures
what it’s like to come of age, come out, and come to terms with
leaving behind everything you used to know.
A Complete History of Music Nov 02 2022 Reproduction of the
original: A Complete History of Music by W.J Baltzell Online Library
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A History of Aesthetic Mar 02 2020 Among the ancients the
fundamental theory of the beautiful was connected with the
notions of rhythm, symmetry, harmony of parts; in short, with the
general formula of unity in variety. Among the moderns we find
that more emphasis is laid on the idea of significance,
expressiveness, the utterance of all that life contains; in general,
that is to say, on the conception of the characteristic. -from
"Definition of Beauty" T.H. Green called him "the most gifted man
of his generation." Certainly he was one of the most popular and
most influential British idealists of the early 20th century, and an
intellectual cousin of Ludwig Wittgenstein and Bertrand Russell.
In this definitive work, first published in 1892, Bernard Bosanquet
explores the realm of aesthetics-the philosophy of art-from a
romantic, almost mystical perspective, discussing how the
appreciation of art exposes the spirituality of humanity, and why
it is a vital component to any metaphysical understanding of the
universe. From the earliest Greek poetry and Latin comedy to
very modern ideas about "ugly beauty" and the impact of science
on art, Bosanquet will change the way you look at art. British
scholar and philosopher BERNARD BOSANQUET (1848-1923)
also wrote, among his many works, Logic, or the Morphology of
Knowledge (1888), The Civilization of Christendom and Other
Studies (1893), and Social and International Ideals: Being Studies
in Patriotism (1917).
Maccheroni Books Jul 18 2021
Blood Runs Green Aug 26 2019 On May 26, 1889, four thousand
mourners proceeded down Chicago's Michigan Avenue, followed
by a crowd forty thousand strong, in a howl of protest at what
commentators called one of the ghastliest and most curious
crimes in civilized history. The dead man, Dr. P. H. Cronin, was a
respected Irish physician, but his brutal murder uncovered a web
of intrigue, secrecy, and corruption that stretched across the
United States and far beyond. O'Brien tells the story of Cronin's
Online
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a booming immigrant population clamoring for power at a time of
unprecedented change.
The Music and Musical Instruments of Japan Jun 24 2019
Old Granny Fox Apr 26 2022 When a deep winter snow carpets
the Green Forest and nearby meadow, Granny Fox and Reddy
have some disagreements on how best to find some food. But
Granny - with her years of experience - wins out over Reddy and
teaches him quite a bit about patience, common sense, and
resourcefulness.
A Comparative Perspective on Major Social Problems Jan 24
2022 In this volume Rita J. Simon brings together a clearly
organized and accessible collection of scholarly essays on the
world's most pressing social problems. Each of the contributors
address a specific issue--gambling, prisons, alcohol, AIDS, rape,
prisons, juvenile justice, abortion, and guns--by examining the
institutions and laws different societies have developed for
containing them. Each of the countries selected represents a
range of variations in political, economic, religious/ethical/social
orientations and characteristics. This comparative and
interdisciplinary world perspective makes Simon's edited volume
uniquely relevant to political scientists, sociologist,
criminologists, psychologists and the broader audience of
scholars and laypeople interested in the study of contemporary
social problems.
Riot Days Jun 16 2021 A Pussy Rioter’s riveting, hallucinatory
account of her years in Russia’s criminal system and of finding
power in the most powerless of situations In February 2012, after
smuggling an electric guitar into Moscow’s iconic central
cathedral, Maria Alyokhina and other members of the radical
collective Pussy Riot performed a provocative “Punk Prayer,”
taking on the Orthodox church and its support for Vladimir
Putin’s authoritarian regime. For this, they were charged with
“organized hooliganism” and were tried while confined in a cage
and guarded by Rottweilers. That trial and Alyokhina’sOnline Library
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subsequent imprisonment became an international cause. For
Alyokhina, her two-year sentence launched a bitter struggle
against the Russian prison system and an iron-willed refusal to be
deprived of her humanity. Teeming with protests and police,
witnesses and cellmates, informers and interrogators, Riot Days
gives voice to Alyokhina’s insistence on the right to say no,
whether to a prison guard or to the president. Ultimately, this
insistence delivers unprecedented victories for prisoners’ rights.
Evocative, wry, laser-sharp, and laconically funny, Alyokhina’s
account is studded with song lyrics, legal transcripts, and
excerpts from her jail diary—dispatches from a young woman who
has faced tyranny and returned with the proof that against all
odds even one person can force its retreat.
Abkhasians: the Long-living People of the Caucasus Aug 19 2021
Siena May 16 2021 Jane Tylus’s Siena is a compelling and
intimate portrait of this most secretive of cities, often overlooked
by travelers to Italy. Cultural history, intellectual memoir,
travelogue, and guidebook, it takes the reader on a quest of
discovery through the well- and not-so-well-traveled roads and
alleys of a town both medieval and modern. As Tylus leads us
through the city, she shares her passion for Siena in novelistic
prose, while never losing sight of the historical complexities that
have made Siena one of the most fascinating and beautiful towns
in Europe. Today, Siena can appear on the surface standoffish
and old-fashioned, especially when compared to its larger,
flashier cousins Rome and Florence. But first impressions wear
away as we learn from Tylus that Siena was an innovator among
the cities of Italy: the first to legislate the building and
maintenance of its streets, the first to publicly fund its university,
the first to institute a municipal bank, and even the first to ban
automobile traffic from its city center. We learn about Siena’s
great artistic and architectural past, hidden behind centuries of
painting and rebuilding, and about the distinctive characters of
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competitive horserace that takes place twice a year in the city’s
main piazza and that serves as both a dividing and a uniting force
for the Sienese. Throughout we are guided by the assured voice
of a seasoned scholar with a gift for spinning a good story and an
eye for the telling detail, whether we are traveling Siena’s
modern highways, exploring its underground tunnels, tracking
the city’s financial history, or celebrating giants of painting like
Simone Martini or giants of the arena, Siena’s former Serie A
soccer team. A practical and engaging guide for tourists and
armchair travelers alike, Siena is a testament to the powers of
community and resilience in a place that is not quite as timeless
and serene as it may at first appear.
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